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This paper is a survey of search engines found on electronic commerce websites.  In a 
time when e-commerce businesses are showing vulnerability, it is important for them to 
provide customers with a satisfying hopping experience, which includes providing the 
ability to easily locate products on the website.  The research for this study is comprised 
of a survey of the search capabilities offered to customers on e-co merce sites.  The 
study involved visiting 35 e-commerce websites:  five sites in the following seven 
categories:  Computing; Apparel; Books, Music, & Videos; Toys & Games; Health; 
Flowers; and General Merchandise.  The search engine on each site was evaluated and 
compared against a set of standardize  criteria.  The results of the study show that 
companies are successfully employing advanced search features on their sites.  However, 
in order to truly provide top customer service, e-commerce companies must provide 
search engines that are flexible sales tools and that adapt to the needs of customers. 
 
Headings:  
 Internet—Evaluation 
Internet—Search Engines  
Electronic Commerce—Evaluation 
Search-Engine 
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Introduction 
 
Online shopping is increasingly becoming a common method for people to 
purchase a wide variety of goods and services.  Over the last few years, companies have 
been attaining an online presence in an effort to reach new customers and markets, 
promote company brand, improve customer retention, boost customer traffic to stores, 
and cut gen ral advertising and promotion costs.  In a research study by Ernst & Young, 
it is reported that in 1998 38% of retailers are selling on the World Wide Web (WWW), 
up from 12% in 1997 (1999).    
While companies are making great strides to present the customer with a well-
designed, easy to use site, they are still facing many struggles to make their electronic 
presence secure, easily accessible, and navigable to their potential online customers.  
Customers report that security and website navigation challenges are the two major 
factors that keep them from purchasing over the Internet (Ernst & Young, 1999).  As a 
result, companies selling their products online are finding different ways to enable the 
customer to browse their products, but it has been the experi ce of many that this has 
not been enough for customers to easily locate the product they are seeking.  The addition 
of search capabilities to companies' websites has provided the opportunity for the 
facilitation of locating goods and services on their sites, which in turn allows the 
company to sell more products.   
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Just as customers must be able to find the company's website on the Internet, 
customers must be able to find the particular item they are looking for if they are going to 
make any purchases.  The dynamic nature of the web offers more options to companies in 
that they can provide a self-service search option to the consumer, unlike in the land-
based shopping experience, where the customer must flag down a store employee and ask 
for assistance (and may or may not find an employee who can offer the needed 
assistance).  On the web, the e-tail r can offer both a search capability and customer 
assistance, allowing the customer to more effectively locate the product they are seeking.   
 Many online searching research studies have been conducted, particularly 
comparing different search engines that search indexed pages found on the WWW.  
These search engines (such as AltaVista, Yahoo!, Lycos, Excite, etc.) are very powerful 
engines, searching pages that have been indexed either by hand or in an automated 
fashion.  In addition to search engines, which are dedicated specifically to searching 
pages indexed on the web, there are many types of Internet websites that have search 
engines as an integral component:  news sites (i.e. abc.com, msnbc.com, cnn.com, etc.), 
technology information sites (cnet.com, internetnews.com, techweb.com, etc.), and 
electronic commerce sites.  These search engines can be broken into three different 
categories:  (1)  Text-based, (2) Rules-based, and (3) Behavioral.  For each category of 
search engine type, there are several vendors that offer products utilized by these 
different types of websites to assist their visitors to find the information they are seeking 
from the website (see Figure 1).  The effectiveness of these search engines is a question 
that needs to be addressed, and in this study the search engines on e- ommerce sites will 
be the focus of attention.  As of the time of writing of this research paper, few studies 
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have been conducted that evaluate the search capabilities found on individual electronic 
commerce websites.   It is the goal of this research study to evaluate the effectiveness of 
search capabilities on various e-commerce websites.
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Literature Review 
 
In order to complete this research study the following topics must be examined 
and investigated: 
 
· E-commerce trends and market strategies/online shopper profile 
· Current e-commerce search analysis 
· Information Retrieval theories/previous search engine research studies 
 
E-commerce trends 
Over the last five years, the Internet has made it possible for companies to reach a 
wider market.  Whether the Internet was meant to be an "electronic marketplace", the fact 
remains that companies, large or small, have been turning to theweb in droves.  The 
Internet offers many benefits to companies who decide they want to expand their 
business into cyberspace.   
"Electronic commerce can offer…both short- erm and long term benefits.  Not 
only can it open new markets, enabling you to reach new customers, but it can 
also make it easier, and faster…to do business with an existing customer base. 
When more information is digital, more time can be spent focused on meeting the 
customer's needs.  Tracking customer satisfaction, requesting more customer 
feedback, and presenting custom solutions for clientele are just some of the 
opportunities that can stem from electronic commerce" (Kosiur, 1997, p. 20). 
 
Today the online shopper lists saving money, convenience, and more variety as the top 
reasons to shop online.  However, customers are also reporting that shopping online isn't 
as targeted as it should be.  John Jordan, director of electronic commerce research at 
Ernst & Young states that "…companies' websites often reflect an inward-looking 
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perspective of the organization rather than a customer-focused experience.  The 
dissatisfaction is one of the many instances in which market expectations are outstripping 
internal capabilities and outlooks" (1999, p. 14).  Companies are working very hard to try 
to overcome these weaknesses. 
In the opinion of some marketing specialists, e- ommerce has completely 
changed the way products are introduced to customers.  In a recent article entitled “How 
e-commerce will trump brand management”, published in the Harvard Business Review 
(1999), Peter Sealey discusses how marketing becomes more expensive and less 
effective, and in his opinion, due to the fact that brand management has forced companies 
to spend large amounts of money advertising nationally sold products.  He argues for a 
new method of management, called process-based marketing, where process is seen as 
more important than product.  Using this type of marketing, companies should direct 
company processes around customer needs, highlighting organizational reputation, 
product performance, product and customer portfolios, and networks.  He explains that 
…where traditional marketing often treats customers as an undifferentiated mass, 
the Internet allows a company to discover and exploit their individual 
interests…the Internet…permits companies to put…separate channels of 
customer communication into a single, focused, coherent response mechanism.  
Marketers can create awareness, educate, generate trials, reward loyalty, provide 
customer support, and generally simplify the customer’s life. (1999, p. 176) 
 
Sealey ties e-commerce into the picture by stating that the Internet is seen as the 
perfect vehicle for the so-called “permission marketing,” a concept described by Seth 
Godin in his book titled P rmission Marketing:  Turning Strangers into Friends, and 
Friends into Customers (1999).  Godin defines permission marketing as the process of 
marketers capturing the attention of customers and getting their permission to enter into a 
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dialog about the product.  He contrasts this with e practice of e-commerce companies 
profiling customers' online habits by tracking what they search for or buy over the 
Internet.  He maintains that permission marketing causes loyalty to go up among 
consumers, in addition to fewer advertising messages getting lost on consumers who are 
not open to "uninvited" marketing strategies.  
Sealey goes on to say that the Internet gives customers more control over the 
marketing process than has ever been possible in the past.  It allows them the “ability to 
access a great deal of information about the benefits and prices of various products and 
services” (1999). 
In an article entitled “The emerging role of electronic marketplaces on the 
Internet,” Yannis Bakos (1998) maintains that Internet-based marketplaces have an 
impact on the traditional functions of markets, which are defined as: 
 
· Matching buyers and sellers 
· Facilitation of transactions 
· Institutional infrastructure 
 
The author states that two trends are distinguishing products in the electronic 
marketplace from their traditional counterparts:  increased personalization and 
customization of product offerings, and the aggregation and disaggregation of 
information-based product components to match customer needs (Bakos, 1998).  He goes 
on to say that “the ultimate objective [of electronic marketplaces] is to provide 
customized services according to individual preferences…Increased selling effectiveness 
comes from being able to design appropriate products to address the needs of individual 
consumers…” (Bakos, 1998, p. 37).  The author expands on the different functions of the 
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market, such as search, price discovery, and facilitation and then goes on to talk about the 
impact of lower search costs for the consumer.  Electronic marketplaces enable lower 
buyer search osts, which in turn promote price competition among sellers.  This will be 
advantageous for consumers, but this intensive price competition can eliminate seller 
profits (Bakos, 1998).  However, this is not to say that electronic commerce has had a 
direct impact on pricing.  The author cites a study that found that there is not much 
evidence that prices on the Internet were lower than prices for the same goods sold via 
traditional retail channels. (Bakos, 1998, p. 41).  It is significant to think about how 
electronic commerce differs from more traditional forms of commerce.  As more and 
more companies are turning to electronic commerce, marketers must think about how the 
transition is to be made smoothly.  They must keep in mind different factors and take full 
advantage of the benefits the Internet offers. 
In an article titled "Toward a unified view of electronic commerce" by Riggins 
and Rhee, published in the Communications of the ACM (1998), the authors discuss 
different definitions of e-commerce given in a variety of papers by different authors.  
They mention specifically that one author defines e-comm rce as “…the sharing of 
business information, maintaining business relationships, and conducting business 
transactions by means of telecommunications networks” (1998, p. 90).  The authors make 
the point that e-commerce is not just buying and selling products and services 
electronically, but also processes within organizations that support that buying and selling 
of products.  They talk about an book written by Kalkota and Whinston in which they 
define four different types of information technology that create e-commerce:   
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· electronic messaging (fax and email) 
· sharing a corporate digital library to promote collaborative work 
· electronic document interchange utilizing EDI (electronic data interchange) and 
electronic funds transfer 
· electronic publishing to promote marketing, advertising, sales and customer support 
(Riggins & Rhee, 1998) 
 
The authors focus quite a bit of attention to the use of extranets, which are d fined 
as business-to-business (B2B) applications of Internet technology.  Examples of 
companies that have used extranet applications include Lucent Technologies, 
Countrywide Home Loans, Inc., and InfoTEST International.  B2B e-commerc  has 
expanded tremndously in the last year to the point where some analysts say that it may 
overtake B2C e-commerce. 
One of the most important points that the authors make is that “…there are few 
frameworks to guide managers in choosing which Internet applications are most su table 
to their given situation, how implementation of these interorganizational systems will 
alter their business relationships, or how companies can use Internet technology to gain 
competitive advantage” (Riggins & Rhee, 1998, p. 88).  This is a very signific nt issue as 
far as my proposed research, in that some of the technologies that are used by some 
companies, especially search technologies, may not be the best suited for the particular 
situation.  On the other side, the authors cite an article that suggests that “…managers 
may view e-commerce too narrowly and may not consider the potential strategic 
importance of e-commerce technologies.  This may result in managers diverting funds 
away from e-commerce applications if selling products over the Interne  does not initially 
prove profitable” (Riggins & Rhee, 1998, p. 90).  The bottom line, according to the 
-commerce should be used to support the total delivery of products 
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and services to the customer, rather than just another marketing tool” (Riggins & Rhee, 
1998, p. 90).  This is a crucial point, and, in my opinion a very important contribution to 
general knowledge about e-commerce and the use of technology to market products on 
the Internet.   This paper is a very good overview of what the term e-commerce means to 
different people and clearly spells out the potential of unified e-c mmerce. 
A chapter in a book on e-commerce addresses the issue of choice context in 
consumers' online decision making.  R. E. Pereira (1998) offered some ideas of how 
consumers make their purchasing decisions online in "Influence of choice context on 
consumer decision making in electronic commerce", published in Doing Business 
Electronically:  A Global Perspective of Electronic Commerce.  In this hapter he 
suggests that "…the web offers significant advantages over traditional marketing 
channels by providing marketers with the ability to transact business with their customers 
effortlessly, regardless of the fact that they may be in different locations and different 
time zones" (1998, p. 87).  This assertion is very meaningful to the proposed research in 
that consumers must believe that purchasing products online has a benefit over the more 
traditional purchasing channels in order for e-commerce to survive.  The author offers 
several hypotheses of how choice context affects consumers decisions, and goes on to 
assert that "…it is critical that marketers gain a thorough understanding of the issues 
involved in the decision-making process of the consumer and the factors that will 
increase the propensity of the consumer to make purchases from the electronic shopping 
malls" (Pereira, 1998, p. 99). 
In an article in the journal Computer, Scott Hamilton calls for  "…the 
construction of e-commerce sites…that are openly accessible--by agents as well as by 
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browsers--with a network services application programming interface facilitating the 
transfer of machine-readable information that other services can use" (1997, p. 47).  He 
discussed the organization CommerceNet and how it is working to develop "an 
architecture that will make existing languages and standards like HTML, Java, and 
CORBA  work together to transform the Internet into a global "object bus" (Hamilton, 
1997).   The author maintains that there are three barriers to Internet commerce:  content, 
convenience, and confidence.  He talks about (at that time) a theoretical application that 
could search for a particular model car at a particular price and a car loan and insurance 
all at the same time.  At the time of the writing of this article, the Hamilton states that this 
would be hard to implement because of the limitations of HTML, and the need for 
metatags and a semantic structure on the web to support the capture of information.  At 
that time CommerceNet was proposing a "taxonomy that functions like a database 
schema and provides metainformation for agent searches" (Hamilton, 1997, p. 46).  
The significant contribution that this article makes is that now that we have all 
these things, through the use of metatags and XML, we can see how the Internet is 
evolving into what was only a dream a few years ago.   The proposed advances that were 
talked about are now coming true, and in a few more years we will have even more 
capabilities using the electronic marketplace. 
In an article written just this year in the Communications of the ACM, this very 
process is described as CommerceNet's "eCo System", which "…will use the extensible 
markup language (XML) to encode information and services with meaningful structure 
and semantics that computers can easily understand…XML will fundamentally transform 
the nature of e-commerce…and will eliminate the need for custom interfaces with every 
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customer and supplier, allowing buyers to compare products across many vendors and 
catalog formats, and sellers to publish their catalog information once to reach many 
potential buyers" (Glushko, Tenenbaum & Meltzer, 1999, p. 107).  Smart shopping 
agents will locate all merchants that carry a product or service that a customer is 
searching for and will be a le to locate the best deals among all the merchants.  
The authors state that "…eCo System's top-level goal is to transform the Web into 
a true marketplace by enabling spontaneous, peer-to-peer xchange of electronic business 
documents among all companies.  This document-based approach replaces complex, 
expensive, and proprietary business integration solutions with one that is simple, 
affordable, and open" (Glushko et al., 1999, p. 114). 
 
Current e-commerce search analysis 
 It is well known that the ability to search online is a very important task for 
Internet users, as they try to find the information that is important to them.  Sometimes 
browsing is just not sufficient to fulfill users' information needs, and it is then that they 
turn to the search engine to return results that match their query.  A 1999 Internet 
shopping study by Ernst and Young states that while 38% of online households 
purchased products over the web, 57% used the web to research products or services and 
bought the items at the brick-and-mortar site or over the phone.  Similarly, in another 
study done by Jupiter Communications, it was found that 83% of online shoppers 
comparison-shop before they buy, either by going to individual sites and researching 
prices on each site, or by using search and comparison tools, like 'bots', or shopping 
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agents (i.e. Priceline.com).  Jupiter also found that most online purchases are thought out 
in advance.  See Figure 2 for a breakdown of how people shop online. 
However, it has been noted that search must be i proved on e-commerce sites.  
Paul Hagan, a writer for Forrester, states: 
"Growing product selection in on-l e retail stores, financial sites, and business 
extranets challenges e-commerce managers to create a navigation scheme that 
scales and accommodates all visitors.  Companies will turn to search for help 
because of its scalability and suitability to a variety of user needs.  However, 
today's search fails for three reasons:  incomplete vendor solutions, improper site 
implementation, and unhelpful user interfaces" (p. 2, 1999). 
 
 Searching is a task that is found on many websites, from portals to retail sites, and 
must do an enormous task, helping users find content, data and products based on a few 
words typed into a text box.  The task is essential to the success of the e-commerce site 
due to the fact that shoppers who can't find what they want on the site will simply leave 
the site and look elsewhere, either on another e-comm ce site or in a land-b sed store.  
Forrester reports that searches that fail to locate the item users are looking for contributes 
to the 2.7% rate of converting lookers into buyers (1999). 
 Hagen goes on to report that "…Forrester found that 92% of searches produced 
results that failed basic tests like finding all relevant information or ordering it in a 
meaningful manner" (1999, p. 3).  He hypothesizes that there are three reasons that 
searching often leaves users frustrated with too few, too many, missing, or irrelevant 
results: 
· vendors build only point solutions:   
· e-commerce sites implement search improperly 
· shoppers struggle with poor search interfaces 
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When a company decides to take their business online they must decide how they 
will develop an approach to design and strategy that will enable a business to design the 
system it needs and bring in the products or developments required to fulfill that system.  
Over and over companies realize the importance of content in the success of their online 
business.  G. Winfield Treese and Lawrence C. Stewart write in their book enti led 
Designing Systems for Internet Commerce that "…the first point of contact for customers 
doing business on the Net is content:  the information, catalog, brochures…available on a 
web site…draw in customers and encourages repeat visits" (1998, p. 181).  However, in 
books like Treese & Stewart's the importance of search is often omitted.  Companies 
realize the importance of content but they often overlook the importance of providing a 
method for customers to find that content on their site. 
Another issue that e-commerce websites must pay attention to is ease of 
navigation of the website.  According to several web design experts, including Jakob 
Nielsen, "…the first step to building a simple yet effective e-commerce site is navigation. 
The top of the home page is the likeliest place for a navigation bar, which takes the 
visitor to the most-important sections of the site."  They also say that  search is very 
important in design of an e-commerce site in that "…search engines should be near the 
top of the home page. The search engine should be able to return applicable results even 
if the words entered by the user are misspelled" (Bacheldor, 2000).  
 Nielsen feels strongly that search is one of the most important features in a large 
website.  He states that: "…usability studies show that more than half of all users are 
search-dominant... [these] users will usually go straight for the search button when they 
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enter a website: they are not interested in looking around the site; they are task-focused 
and want to find specific information as fast as possible" (1997). 
 In an article entitled "Usability on the web isn't a luxury" Jakob Nielsen and 
Donald Norman state that usability is essential for e-comme c  to be successful.  They 
state that "…on the Internet, it's survival of the easiest: if customers can't find a product, 
they can't buy it. It's cheaper to increase the design budget than the ad budget, and 
attention to usability can increase the percentage of Web-site visitors who complete a 
purchase" (2000).  Online retailers are finding other ways to assist the customer in 
finding the right product for purchase, other than using what we know as a traditional 
search engine.  For example, some sites provide "shopping advisors", designed to do the 
job of an actual store employee in assisting the customer locate products.  Using search 
capabilities, the site uses criteria specified by the customer and returns a list of items 
meeting the criteria.  The purpose of these virtual shopping advisors is to provide the 
customer with a list of items that best meet the customer's needs.  Another method e-
tailers are using to help customers locate products is implementing a natural language 
type of search technology, like Ask Jeeves (www.askjeeves.com), which allows users to 
type in an question in natural language, eliciting a response in the form of natural 
language.  This makes the users feel more comfortable with the response they receive and 
e-tailers hope that this will help them sell their product more easily. 
The failure to find products on an e-commerce website is responsible for the 
failure of many online purchases.  A trade journal study showed that 45% of shoppers 
whose online purchases failed blamed the inability to find the product they were looking 
for (Sliwa, 2000).  The Boston Consulting Group (www.bcg.com) has released a study 
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that offers new insights into online consumer behavior.   The study "…shows that while 
Internet users are rapidly becoming Internet shoppers, purchase failures, security fea s 
and service frustrations are rampant".  The study offers five key lessons to help online 
retailers successfully and consistently deliver a satisfying purchase experience, the first 
item being "…help the mass market move online by removing access barriers and 
compromises consumers encounter in the online purchasing process. Better search 
engines, information entry systems, and site navigation can all smooth the shopping 
experience and pave the way for purchasing" 
(http://www.bcg.com/consumer_promise/lessons.asp).  
 
Existing search engine studies 
 Numerous comparative studies of the search engines on the WWW have been 
done in the past few years.  It is interesting that for the most part, these studies are not 
more than three or four years old, due to the fact that most of the currently used search 
engines did not exist before 1994 or 1995.  In a paper presented at the 59th Annual 
Meeting of the American Society for Information Science, Chu and Rosenthal (1996) 
claim that the evaluation methodology used for web search engines must differ in certain 
aspects from the methodology used to compare other search tools like Dialog and 
SilverPlatter.  The study compared AltaVista, Excite and Lycos; they specifically 
excluded Yahoo! because they felt that in principle a search engine should allow the user 
to enter their own search query (at that time Yahoo! didn't allow this).  The study 
compared the following aspects of the different search engines:  Boolean logic, 
truncation, field searching, word/phrase sea ching, precision and response time.  In 
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addition, they included output option and documentation/interface.  The search queries 
that were used were extracted from real reference questions from the reference desk at 
Long Island university.  The results of the study found that “…AltaVista outperformed 
Excite and Lycos in both search facilities and retrieval performance although Lycos had 
the largest coverage of Web resources…” (Chu and Rosenthal, 1996, p. 127).  Finally, 
based on the knowledge gained from the study, the authors felt that the following should 
be used to evaluate web search engines:  a) composition of web indexes, b) search 
capability, c) retrieval performance, d) output option, and e) user effort.   
 Recall performance of search engines has be n avoided in many studies, due to 
the fact that relevancy of search results from a query is difficult to evaluate because of the 
constantly changing nature of the WWW.  However, Clarke and Willett (1997) wrote an 
article about estimating the recall performance of search engines.  They used a 
methodology based on the document test collection approach, used for research on 
information retrieval since the Cranfield experiments.  The authors described the 
document test collection as consisting of a) a set of documents (web pages), b) a set of 
queries, and c) relevance judgements of the documents to the queries.  In their study the 
authors compared the results of searches using AltaVista, Excite and Lycos, using the 
method of pooling individual sets of relevantdocuments, with the objective of obtaining 
a set of documents that could be used for calculating recall.  30 queries were searched on 
the search engines, and the retrieved documents were ranked on a 3 point scale (using 
Chu and Rosenthal’s method):  1 was given to relevant documents, 0.5 to partially 
relevant documents and 0 to non-relevant documents.  Each query was searched on each 
search engine, with the relevance assessments calculated immediately.  Each round of 
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searches was conducted one after another, so that each search was done in a single day 
and updates to the system would not change the database content of each engine.  The 
measures used in the study were:  recall, precision and coverage.  The results showed that 
AltaVista is best in precision and coverage, but Excite was the best in recall. 
 In addition, many other comparative studies of WWW search engines have been 
conducted, including a study by Ding and Marchionini, presented at the 1996 Annual 
Meeting of ASIS and a study by Leighton and Srivastava (1997), available online as an 
unpublished article.  A more recent study introduced a method to estimate the usefulness 
of search engines (Meng et al., 1999).  The study introduces the strategy of following a 
two-level approach to searching the Intern t, due to the vast amount of information that is 
available.  The authors propose that the bottom level would be made up of local search 
engines, above which would be a metasearch engine, which does not maintain an index 
on documents.  The actual research was done to find the usefulness of the metasearch 
engine, which would search local search engines as a response for a given query.  For 
each query "…the usefulness of a search engine…is defined to be a combination of the 
number of documents in the search engine that are sufficiently similar to the query and 
the average similarity of these documents" (Meng et al., 1999, p. 146).   
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Methodology 
 
E-commerce is an industry that is developing and growing very rapidly, and 
improvements are constantly being made to site design, organization, and efficiency.  
This means that technologies like search engines are constantly being evaluated and if 
needed, improved upon.  Today's search is used for a wide variety of purposes (see 
Figure 3), which makes it essential to try to customize the search technology for each 
type of use.  What remains to be seen is if this is an attainable goal.  The goal of this 
research is that this survey will help to shed some light on the current state of search 
engines available on e-commerce sites. 
To accomplish this, existing search features and characteristics of search engines 
on e-commerce websites must be analyzed and evaluated.  The research will be 
performed in two steps:   
 
Part I:  Evaluation of Search Engines:  the study will evaluate the Accessibility 
and Integration a d Functionality of each search engine by visiting the sites and 
performing various tests.   
Part II:  Search Standard Criteria Evaluation:  each site will be evaluated 
against a series of criteria outlined by an expert on e-commerce from Forrester 
Research. 
 
Appendix A lists the e-commerce sites that will be used in this research study.  
This list is derived from Forrester Research's PowerRankings, from February 15, 2000.  
According to Forrester: 
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"Forrester PowerRankings are the result of online consumer surveys and unbiased 
expert analysis. This unique combination provides a complete evaluation of e-
commerce sites. PowerRankings provide consumers with objective research to 
help them make better decisions in choosingleading Internet sites. E-commerce 
vendors receive an unbiased assessment of their efforts in the market" 
(www.forrester.com). 
 
These PowerRankings included nine categories:  Brokerage; Airlines; Computing; 
Apparel; Books, Music, & Videos; Toys & Games; Health Flowers; and General 
Merchandise.  Because the search capabilities on sites that provide physical goods were 
the object of study, the Brokerage and Airlines categories were eliminated due to the fact 
that these sites generally offer services instead of ma rial goods.  For more information 
on how Forrester Research attains their results, see Appendix B. 
 
Part I:  Evaluation of Search Engines 
Accessibility and Integration 
In order for the search to be useful to the customer s/he must be able to easily
locate the search interface, execute the search and be able to integrate the results of the 
search into their shopping experience.  Thus, the website optimally should have the 
search interface easily accessible to the user and integrate it and the resultsproduced
from the search into the rest of the website.  This part of the research will be tested for by 
visiting each site, locating the search function, and evaluating it to gather information 
about the characteristics of the search function on each site.  Th  following characteristics 
will be evaluated and recorded for each site: 
1. Does the site have a search engine? 
2. Location of search engine. 
3. Does the site offer the ability to search by category (parametric search)? 
4. Does the site offer the ability to search the entire inventory? 
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5. Does the site provide a method to sort/filter results? 
6. Does the site offer an “expert” or “advanced” search? 
7. Does the site search both products and text, returning both if the search 
keyword is found? 
 
 
The tests will be performed on each site and recorded into Microsoft Excel to obtain the 
data in spreadsheet format, and then entered into SPSS to obtain frequency and 
percentage statistics.   
 
Functionality 
This section involves testing the search engines with sample search queries. For 
each website two items that are known to exist will be identified and the search engine 
will be queried for these items.  Subsequently, the following data will be collected for 
each query: 
1. Number of tries to obtain successful search result. 
2. Time elapsed for search to complete task. 
3. Number of search results. 
4. What was the successful search term? 
 
Part II:  Search Standard Criteria Evaluation 
Since e-commerce companies are constantly seeking an improved search 
functionality for their site, it is important t  look at the "optimal" search capabilities and 
evaluate the sites against these criteria.  To do this each e-comm r e website will be 
evaluated against a list of characteristics considered to be essential for making the site 
fulfill what the Forrester researcher called a “self-service” imperative.  For each site the 
presence/absence of each characteristic will be recorded into Microsoft Excel, with 1 
representing the presence of the feature, and 0 representing the absence of the feature.  
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The data will then be entered into SPSS to obtain frequency and percentage statistics.  
The following are the characteristics against which the sites will be evaluated: 
 
A. Ask questions 
1. Multiple search interfaces:  accommodate surgical shoppers, advice-
seekers, and window shoppers with appropriate search interfaces. 
2. Instant feedback:  tell users what they can expect for their results or ask 
for more input to refine a search query. 
3. Anticipate anomalies:  u e fuzzy logic, phonetics, word stemming, and a 
custom thesaurus to acc unt for misspellings or alternative product names. 
B. Get answers 
1. Basic information:  provide the key product information for shoppers to 
make immediate decisions.  Allow users to sort the results according to 
key parameters. 
2. Narrow results:  refine results using a person’s profile.  Where profile is 
not available, permit users to define parameters that refine the results. 
3. Suggest alternatives:  where products are not available, suggest 
alternatives and gather similar product information from competitor’s sites 
to keep customers happy. 
C. Make decisions and commitments 
1. Manipulate results:  enable users to compare product features side-by-
side. 
2. Dive deeper:  provide additional information and ways to experience 
product information, such as multimedia displays. 
3. Take action:  allow users to immediately take action—such as buying or 
saving—once they’ve make decisions. 
(Hagan, 1999, p. 9). 
 
 
The research was conducted from the researcher's home using a Gateway Pentium 
133 computer, using an analog connection with a TelePath 28.8 kb fax modem.  The 
browser that was used for the research was Netscape Communicator 4.6.  The decision to 
conduct the research from a home computer was made due to the fact that one of the 
fastest growing segments of Internet use is people logging in fr m home, with home 
users growing by 43% in 1999, and with almost half of US households connected to the 
web (www.strategis.com). With the knowledge of these trends, the researcher felt that for 
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the most part customers will use the search engines on e-commerce sites from their home 
machine using an analog connection rather than using a network connection found at 
their workplace, university, etc.  To avoid biasing the study by searching some sites on 
peak usage hours, the searches will always take place at the same time of day.  The 
websites were visited during the months of March and April, 2000 on Wednesday and 
Friday mornings, between the hours of 8 AM and 12 PM. 
For each e-commerce website visited, the research r browsed site first for product 
to make sure that it did indeed exist in at least three of the five sites in each category.  
The sites in the categories from Forrester did differ very slightly in their inventory (for 
example, Reel.com has only movies, wh le Amazon.com has a much bigger variety of 
products).  As much as was possible the same item was searched for in each category, but 
it was difficult at times to find a product that all five sites would carry.  This was done 
using various methods, includi g using the hierarchical browsing functions available on 
almost all e-commerce sites.  After the product was found, the researcher went back to 
the homepage of the site and started the search using the search engine provided. 
Limitations include the fact that the Internet is constantly changing, new products 
and technologies are being developed, and e-commerce sites change their site almost 
daily.  Despite this, it is important to evaluate where we are right now, so that we can see 
where we can go in the future as far as the benefits consumers will get from the new 
Internet economy.  The goal of e-commerce websites is a seamless, integrated site that 
provides customers with an easy, pleasurable shopping experience.  Research such as this 
will only benefit customers in the end. 
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Results 
 
 
Part I:  Evaluation of Search Engines 
 
 As a whole, the e-commerce websites that were evaluated for this study provided 
the user with a diverse set of search options to find products.  Of the 29 websites with a 
search engine, 93.1% offered the option to search the entire inventory and 62.1% offered 
users the option of a parametric search.  However, only a little over half (55.2%) of the 
sites included the ability to sort or filter the result set, which can limit the user’s ability to 
make purchasing decisions.  55.2% of the sites offered the user the option of an “expert” 
or “advanced” search.  Exhibit 1 shows the percentages the search interface location on 
the sites evaluated for this study. 
 
 
 
 The individual results for Part I of the research are reported by category (website 
categories derived from the Forrester Research PowerRankings): 
  Computing 
  Apparel 
Books, Music, & Videos 
Toys & Games 
Health 
Flowers 
General Merchandise 
Exhibit 1:  Location of Search Interface  
Top Left 37.9% 
Middle Left 24.1% 
Bottom Left 3.4% 
Top Middle 13.8% 
Top Right 17.2% 
Secondary Page 3.4% 
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See also Appendix C for the results in spreadsheet format. 
 
Computing Websites 
 
Accessibility and Integration  
 The search interface on the sites in the computing category was most often 
located either at the top middle or the top right location, and offered a wide variety of 
search options.  Three of the five sites offered a parametric search, all sites offered the 
ability to search the entire inventory at once, and four of the five sites offered an expert 
search interface.  Four out of the five sites provided the option to sort the results by 
category, price, or availability.  Alternatively, different categories were separated so that 
wading through a huge list of results was not necessary.  Outpost.com was the worst site 
as far as the presentation of search results, presenting the user with a huge list of 
uncategorized products, requiring the user click through many screens of result listings. 
 
Functionality 
 For the most part the computing websites were very effective in returning items 
that matched the search term.  The desired product was returned on the first try on each of 
the websites.  This category includes e-tail rs who have a huge variety of inventory that 
could potentially match the search term.  For example, one of the items searched for was 
“shockwave”, looking for the MacroMedia Shockwave software package, and the 
majority of the sites returned products spanning several categories.  In this case, not only 
was the actual software product returned, but also books about how to use the software.  
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This was not a problem in the sites that offered a sorting/filtering option to view the 
results.   
 
Apparel Websites 
 
Accessibility and Integration  
 Only two of the five apparel sites had a search function.  The Gap and J. Crew did 
not have anything resembling a search, but Bluefly offered a link to what they called 
search.  This turned out to be a hierarchical browsing function, not allowing the user t  
enter a keyword.  The search interface on the two sites that had a search function was 
located at the top left of the screen.  One of the two sites offered a parametric search, both 
offered the ability to search the entire inventory at once, and only on  of the two sites 
offered an expert search interface.  Only L.L. Bean provided an option to sort the results.  
In addition L.L. Bean offered convenient tabs separating the results into the different 
types of service the site offers (Shop, Customer Service, or Outdoors Online). 
 
Functionality 
Neither site with search capabilities was able to return items when a specific color 
was included in the search term.  The search function did not truncate the search term to 
return only items with “dress” in their am  when “black dress” was entered as the search 
query.  Two tries were necessary for both sites to return results matching the query. 
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Books, Music, & Videos Websites 
 
Accessibility and Integration  
 The search interface on the sites in the books, music, & videos category was most 
often located on the left side.  Four of the five sites offered a parametric search, but only 
three of the five sites offered the ability to search the entire inventory at once, which 
means that the user needs to really pay attention to which category is selected for 
successfully executing the search.   Three of the five sites offered an expert search 
interface.  Only three out of the five sites provided the option sort or filter the results. 
 
Functionality 
 Three of the five sites were able to return the item on the first try.  The other two 
had trouble with a search including only a few words in the long title “Midnight in the 
Garden of Good and Evil”.  For both DVD Express and Reel.com almost the entire title 
needed to be entered in order for the item to come up.  This is unfortunate, because it is 
very common for customers to only know a few key words in the title of a book or 
movie, and if they aren’t able to bring up any results entering one or two key words, they 
are likely to go elsewhere.     
 
Toys & Games Websites 
 
Accessibility and Integration  
 The search interface on the sites in the toys & games category was most often 
located on the left side, with four of the five searches either on the top left or the middle 
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left section of the website.  Four of the five sites offered a parametric search, and all five 
sites offered the ability to search the entire inventory at once.  This category was 
particularly useful in allowing customers to search many different categories, including 
age, brand, activity, recommendations, and ideas/activities as well as allowing the a 
search of the all products found on the site.  Four of the five sites offered an expert search 
interface.  Four out of the five sites provided the option sort the results, w ich is 
important because of the wide variety of products that are returned to the user when a 
search is executed. 
 
Functionality 
 The vast majority of the sites returned a list of results containing the product 
searched for on the first try.  Onl  two searches required a second search to return the 
product.   
 
Health Websites 
 
Accessibility and Integration  
 The search interface on the sites in the health category was most often located on 
the left side, with four of the five searches either on the top left or the middle left section 
of the website.  As with the previous category, three of the five sites offered a parametric 
search, and all five sites offered the ability to search the entire inventory at once.  Three 
of the five sites offered an expert search interface.  Three out of the five sites provided an 
option to sort the results. 
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 These health sites also contain information in the form of articles, and the 
majority of the sites evaluated allowed the user to choose which category of information 
(products vs. articles) they wish to search. 
 
Functionality 
 All but one of the searches produced a listing of products containing the search 
word on the result pages.  The one search that required a second try didn’t work 
effectively with the specific search term “oyster calcium”, but the others were able to 
produce a page of results.   
 
Flowers Websites 
 
Accessibility and Integration 
 Right along with apparel, the flowers category is one of the less effective as far as 
search capabilities.  Only three of the five sites had a search function, with one of the 
search interface located on the top left side of the screen, another located at the bottom of 
the home page requiring the user to scroll down, and the third one on a second level page.  
Only one site offered a parametric search, none of the sites offered an expert search and 
none enabled the user to sort results by any criteria.  The result pages required the user to 
click through the pages of results, without giving the user an idea of what is cont ined on 
the result pages to come.   
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Functionality 
 The search functions on these sites were not at all effective in returning results.  
Hallmark did not return any results of flower arrangements containing either of the search 
terms, instead returning “virtual” postcards somehow indexed under the flower search 
terms.  The other two sites returned pages containing arrangements including the desired 
flowers. 
 
General Merchandise Websites 
 
Accessibility and Integration 
 The search interface on the sites inth  general merchandise category was most 
often located on the left side, with three of the four on the top left or the middle left 
section of the website.  Two of the four sites offered a parametric search, and all four 
sites offered the ability to search the entire inventory at once.  Only two of the four sites 
offered an expert search interface or allowed users to sort the results. 
 
Functionality 
 All but one of the searches were successful on the first try.  The one search that 
failed on the first try could not return any results with the specific “laser paper” search, 
and returned a list of 409 items due to the very broad search with the keyword “paper”.  
Unfortunately, this site did not allow the user to sort the results, so the result page was 
very unwieldy and not at all helpful.     
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Part II:  Search Standard Criteria Evaluation 
 Electronic Commerce companies are making progress in improving the 
integration of search into their sites.  The eventual goal is to achieve “…Transactive 
less blending of transactions with interactivity and content…to fulfill 
the Internet self-service imperative—enable shoppers to easily ask questions, get 
answers, and make decisions/commitments” (Hagan, 1999, p. 7).  After conducting the 
research for this section of the methodology, it can be concluded that companies have 
made the “Make Decisions and Commitments” function of their search the most 
integrated and the most user friendly, with 65% of the websites enabling users to 
manipulate the results, 100% providing some sort of multimedia display for the products 
(such as graphics, audio, and video clips), and 96.6% offering the ability to immediately 
take action upon selection of the product, either by putting the object into a shopping cart 
to be purchased immediately, saved for later purchase, or placed on a “wish list”.   
 E-commerce sites are also providing moderate levels of support allowing 
customers to effectively ask questions of the sites.  They still have some progress to 
make, with 37.9% of the sies offering multiple search interfaces and 55.2% offering 
instant feedback on why the search didn’t return products and providing suggestions for 
making a more successful search.  Only 34.5% of the sites evaluated provided a way to 
deal with anomalies in customers’ searches, such as being able to return results for  
misspelled queries. 
 Finally, the ability of sites to answer customers’ questions on the pages returned 
as a result of the search is the area that needs to be developed.  The sites that were 
evaluated for this study have improved since the time of the writing of much of the 
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literature that was researched in preparation for this study, with 72.4% of the sites 
surveying provided basic information as the result searching the site for a product, and
enabling the customer to sort or filter the results by different categories.  Online 
companies have started in earnest to use customer profiles to provide the best, most 
relevant information to the customer.  Once the company has gathered information and 
formed a customer profile it is possible for the results to be intelligently ordered for the 
customer instead of displaying the results randomly.  This is still not widely 
implemented, with only 17.2% of the companies providing this capability to consumers.  
Suggesting alternatives to customers when the company does not have a product, is out of 
stock, or even suggesting other companies who do have the product is a strategy that will 
eventually help the company by increasing customer loyalty.  However, only20.7% of 
the sites surveyed offered this ability.  The most notable is Amazon.com, who gives links 
to other sites who have product listings that match the search query, even if the product is 
in stock at Amazon. 
 See Appendix D for the results in spreadsheet format and Appendix E for the 
Frequencies and Percentages statistics.
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Conclusions  
 
 After conducting the search tests, it was found that the search capabilities found 
on e-commerce sites are more effective than has been reported by the research mentioned 
earlier in this paper.  This is most likely due for the most part to the rapid development of 
e-commerce technologies and the increased awareness on the part of e-commerce
retailers.  In this age of such rapid technological development, the pace has increased to 
what could be called "web time".  The Forrester research report mentioned in the 
literature review about e-commerce search effectiveness was published a little over a year 
ago, in January of 1999, and already with the research completed for this paper I have 
found that searches on e-commerce sites have improved tremendously.  E-tailers are 
realizing that in order to make visitors to their sites buyers, they must enable them to 
locate the desired items with speed and accuracy.  
For example, one of the past complaints about e-c mmerce search engines is that 
pages having nothing to do with the product being searched for but containing the search 
keyword would be returned to the user along with the products containing the search 
keyword.  This did not happen once in the research conducted for this paper.  The one 
caveat on this is the nature of the content of the Health products sites, which contain both 
products and articles about the products and general health issues.  In this case, it is 
useful for the search results to bring up articles containing the search query.  Most of 
these sites bring up the products and articles in different categories.  However, PlanetRx 
approaches this differently, making it possible for the user to enter the search word and 
then search either "Products" or "Information" using the search string.  This adds a level 
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of usefulness to the search engine, showing that it is possible to search for more than 
products but not be presented with confusing results.   
Related to this, one of the important questions that must be addressed by e-
commerce sites is what type of search approach do they choose--a parametric or a full-
text search.  This is a very important issue, because customers would have reason to want 
to search for products and non-product information matching their query, however, it 
needs to be separated as such.   
To test for this, sites were examined to determine whether the search engines are 
full-text and produce useful results to the user.  The word "privacy" was searched for 
since this is a word that will exist on every e-commerce site, as privacy issues are so 
important today and the vast majority of sites state clearly their privacy policy.  Three 
sites (L.L. Bean, Amazon.com and CDW) returned pages about privacy, ut these pages 
were in separate categories, separated from the lists of products.  It is evident that despite 
the fact that these search engines have more than just parametric search, they also make 
sure not to return irrelevant text as a result to a search f r a product.  The searches that do 
return results other than products obviously are employing a very intelligent search 
algorithm, being able to stem the word, use fuzzy logic, and expand the query using 
thesauri. 
The researcher’s experience with conducting the research with the parametric 
search function was that items were easily found, due to the fact that many sites allowed 
both a parametric search and a full-text search, which gives the searcher great flexibility 
in their search.  The parametric search function searches only particular categories of 
data, for example, if a user searches for a particular artist in the "music" category when 
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the "book" category is selected, no documents containing that keyword in the music 
category will be returned as a result of the query.  While it is relatively intuitive to be 
sure to have the correct category selected before performing the search, it is very 
important that e-commerce sites offer the ability to search their entire inventory, 
returning items matching the keyword in all categories (continuing with the example 
above, the search should return a list of books, music, and videos containing the keyword 
separated by category).  Despite this constraint, I found that if the correct category is 
selected, the search returned results that for the most part were useful.
 It is evident that the comments and opinions of those evaluating and critiquing e-
commerce sites are being heard by the companies, and they are working hard on making 
products easy to locate, thus increasing customer loyalty.  E-commerce analysts advise e-
tailers to avoid the situation where shoppers receive a “No products found” message, 
since this message will discourage the customer and likely send her/him to another site 
(Hall, 1999).  In addition, e-tailers are advised to provide feedback about why the search 
failed and directions on how to conduct a more successful search.  The dreaded “No 
products found” message was returned several times, but when this happened in general 
the sites returned a page describing why the search failed and making suggestions as to 
what could produce more desirable results.  
For the most part industry analysts discourage the use of Boolean characters (+, -) 
for search functions on the e-commerce sites.  Online retaile s re beginning to 
understand that customers do not want to learn how to use Boolean operands, but this 
practice is not completely understood by the retailers, for one site that was evaluated did 
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have a page available that described ways of improving the search by using the Boolean 
operators and quotation marks. 
 There are many search engines available (see Figure 1) that have the potential for 
making a successful experience possible for the customer.   The e-commerce sites 
evaluated for this paper tended to use either text based or rule-based search engines, 
rather than the behavioral search engines, probably due to the fact that the technology of 
this search is not quite advanced enough to be used on e-commerce sites.  For the most 
part it was not possible to determine which vendor the e-comm rce companies used to 
implement their search engine, if the search engine was not developed in-house.   
 A few sites had search tools that stood out as the very best.  Among these were 
CDW, L. L. Bean, Amazon.com, and Borders.com.  These stood out because of their 
flexibility and the fact that they never or very rarely returned message saying "No 
Documents Found".  Kathleen Hall of the Giga Information Group writes that 
"…shoppers on consumer-ori nted sites should se om receive a "No Products Found" 
response from a search, since this will quickly send a shopper to another site" (1999, p. 
4).  Amazon.com deals with this beautifully, returning a message with an alternative 
query, saying "do you mean to search for ____", stemming the word or expanding the 
query with a thesaurus.  Many of the sites did not tolerate any misspellings, which will 
return the "no documents found" message, producing frustration for users.  All in all, 
Amazon.com was the best, being the only onthat provided products found on other 
sites. 
 A few sites also stood out as the worst.  In general the Apparel sites (with the 
exception of L.L. Bean) and the Flower sites were very ineffective.  For example, 
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Hallmark, whose advertisements feature flower arrangements, did not produce one item 
resulting from a  search using the keyword “daisy”.   
The toys category was found to be particularly good in being able to limit the 
search results and sort them according to different parameters.  The majority of the toy 
sites allowed shoppers to sort by age, brand, an bestseller status. 
One important item to note is the fact that these e-commerc  sites are evolving, 
and for the most part, improving on a daily basis.  I noticed throughout the course of my 
research, which lasted for the month of March and into the first week of April that the 
sites' interfaces changed, as well as wording on the search functions.  As stated earlier in 
the literature evaluation, searches are instrumental in the success of e-commerce site, 
and evaluation of the search functions is very important.  However, due to the constant 
change in Internet technologies, evaluations soon become outdated.  This is a good thing 
in the end, however, as it will inevitably improve the customer experience. 
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Figures 
 
Figure 1 
 
Vendors Primary 
methodology 
Explanation Application to e-
commerce 
Text-based 
AltaVista 
Infoseek 
Boolean Formal search language for 
finding words and phrases in 
a document.  Allows users to 
refine queries by using 
operands like "and" or "or" 
Limited--it is primarily 
for documents, is hard 
to use, and provides 
marginally useful 
results 
Autonomy 
Excite 
Fulcrum 
Verity 
Statistical Does not care about the 
meaning of documents; 
instead, looks at statistical 
relationships between 
placements of words in 
similar order or location in a 
document 
Good for surgical 
shoppers who know 
exactly what they 
want.  However, it 
displays results as 
links, making it hard 
for users to sort 
results. 
Excalibur 
Inquist 
Lexeme 
LinguistX 
Textwise 
Semantic Attempts to understand the 
intent of queries and 
documents using a 
knowledgebase of words, 
meanings, and relationships. 
While arguably more 
accurate than the 
statistical approach, 
this method is slower. 
Rules-based 
Microsoft SQL 7 
Oracle ConText 
Traditional 
database 
vendors with 
search tools 
Oracle's and Microsoft's 
products tend to be 
inexpensive search add-ons 
to their databases 
Lets users slice-and-
dice product catlog 
information, but is not 
truly designed for e-
commerce 
Requisite 
SAQQARA 
Blue Martini Software 
Mercado 
Parametric Similar to Oracle's and 
Microsoft's technology, but 
these tools typically provide 
better interfaces for 
nonprogrammers 
Lets shoppers slice-
and-dice the catalog, 
but provides sites with 
the ability to build in 
sales logic. 
Brightware 
Inference 
ServiceSoft 
Case-based 
reasoning 
These tools let merchants set 
up businesses rules that take 
users through a multi-s ep 
question-and-answer session 
to identify the most 
appropriate products 
Good for complex 
products or users who 
are unfamiliar with 
products 
Behavioral 
Net Perceptions 
Aptex 
Ask Jeeves 
Direct Hit 
Social filtering These tools look at the 
behavior of individuals with 
similar interests orpurchases 
to determine and rank 
results. 
Good for giving 
automated 
recommendations. 
Source:  Forrester Research, Inc. 
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Figure 2 
 
Type of Purchase 
Intended 
Purchases 
77% 
Browsing 14% 
Impulse 
Purchases 
6% 
Other 3% 
 
Source:  Jupiter Communication 
 
Figure 3 
 
Search is a Jack-of-all-Trades 
 
Type of Site Information Covered 
Portal Site Users ask a broad range of questions about the entire 
spectrum of information that exists, from press 
releases to products.  Search attempts to find 
documents that relate to the question. 
Intranet Site Intranet search is limited only by the breadth of a 
company's business.  While it's somewhat smaller 
than portals, the added challenge is that companies 
store documents in multiple formats. 
News/Content Site News or content sites limit the breadth of information 
by the topics they cover.  However, these sites also 
contain a wider range of content types, such as audio 
and video clips. 
e-commerce Site These sites have a limited scope of information.  
Therefore, the search can ssume that someone who 
ask for the "best port" at a wine store is not asking 
about airports or shipping parts. 
 
Source:  Forrester Research
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Appendix A 
Categories and e-commerce sites visited for research 
 
Category and Site URL
COMPUTING
Outpost.com www.outpost.com
Beyond.com www.beyond.com
BUY.COM www.buy.com
CDW www.cdw.com
egghead.com www.egghead.com
APPAREL
Lands' End www.landsend.com
L.L. Bean www.llbean.com
Bluefly www.bluefly.com
Gap www.gap.com
J. Crew www.jcrew.com
BOOKS, MUSIC, & VIDEOS
Amazon.com www.amazon.com
DVD Express www.express.com
CDNOW www.cdnow.com
Reel.com www.reel.com
Borders.com www.borders.com
TOYS & GAMES
Amazon.com www.amazon.com
eToys www.etoys.com
KBKids.com www.kbkids.com
Toys "R" Us www.toysrus.com
SmarterKids.com www.smarterkids.com
HEALTH
drugstore.com www.drugstore.com
MotherNature.com www.mothernature.com
PlanetRx www.planetrx.com
HealthShop.com www.healthshop.com
NetGrocer www.netgrocer.com
FLOWERS
Hallmark www.hallmark.com
FTD www.ftd.com
1-800-FLOWERS.COM www.1800flowers.com
Internet Florist www.iflorist.com
PC Flowers & Gifts www.pcflowers.com
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
Amazon.com www.amazon.com
Wal-Mart www.walmart.com
QVC www.qvc.com
Value America www.valueamerica.com
Shopping.com Site Decommissioned on March 7, 2000
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Appendix B 
 
Variables used by Forrester Research in ttaining their PowerRankings 
(www.forrester.com). 
 
Cost :    
This category measures the cost of retail products. It includes consumer perceptions of 
what a product costs and the Forrester shopper's comparison of prices and shipping costs 
across ranked sites.  
 
Customer service:   
This category examines the responsiveness and quality of a site's email and call center 
inquiries. The Forrester shopper evaluates email response time, call center delays, call 
center knowledge of online transactions, and order cancellation capabilities.  
 
Delivery:  
This category scrutinizes a retailer's product delivery competence, shipping options, and 
return processes. The Forrester shopper assesses package-tracking capability, 
confirmation of shipment by email, timeliness of delivery, and the ease and cost of 
returns.  
 
Features:   
This category evaluates a site's range of products and usefulness of content. In retail, the 
Forrester shopper tests the availability of one-click ch ckout, wish lists, gift registry, 
product descriptions, and customer reviews. In financial services, tests focus on 
depth/timeliness of account information and variety of products offered.  
 
Transactions:   
This category measures site performance when purchasing products or executing 
financial transactions. For retail, the Forrester shopper assesses the speed of checkout, 
inventory status, and payment options. For financial services, the tests cover the account 
opening process, order execution, and the frequency of site errors. 
 
Usability:  
This category examines a site's ease-of-use, including intuitive navigation and 
information and overall visual appeal. Tests by the Forrester shopper include evaluating 
tool bar placement, link accuracy, and the number of clicks to get to actionable 
information. 
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Appendix C  
Part I Results for Computing category 
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COMPUTING                         
Search #1:  MacroMedia Flash Search #2:  
Graphics Card                 
Outpost.com Yes top right No Yes No No No         
Search #1        10 sec grapics card 1 200 
Search #2        8 sec shockwave 1 10 
Beyond.com Yes top left No Yes Yes Yes Yes       
Search #1        21 sec 
graphics 
card 1 220 
Search #2        14 sec shockwave 1 10 
BUY.COM Yes top center Yes Yes Yes Yes No       
Search #1        8 sec 
graphics 
card 1 30 
Search #2        10 sec shockwave 1 18 
CDW Yes top right Yes Yes Yes Yes No       
Search #1        8 sec grapics card 1 25 
Search #2        4 sec shockwave 1 18 
egghead.com Yes top middle Yes Yes Yes Yes No       
Search #1        10 sec 
graphics 
card 1 304 
Search #2        5 sec shockwave 1 8 
            
* this number includes all products found in 
every product category          
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Part I Results for Apparel category 
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APPAREL                        
Search #1:  Brown Jacket  
Search #2:  Black Dress Pants                 
Lands' End Yes top left No Yes No No Yes         
Search #1        5 sec jacket 2 40 
Search #2        5 sec dress 2 39 
L.L. Bean Yes top left Yes Yes Yes Yes No       
Search #1        4 sec jacket 2 240 
Search #2        6 sec dress 2 33 
Bluefly No                     
Gap No                     
J. Crew No                     
            
* this number includes all products found in 
every product category         
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Part I Results for Books, Music, & Videos category 
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BOOKS, MUSIC, & 
VIDEOS                     
Search #1:  Thelma & Louise  Search #2:  Midnight in the 
Garden of Good and Evil             
Amazon.com Yes top left Yes Yes Yes No Yes         
Search #1        8 sec 
thelma 
louise 1 12 
Search #2        6 sec 
midnight 
garden 1 16 
DVD Express Yes middle left No Yes No Yes No       
Search #1        13 sec thelma 2 1 
Search #2        11 sec 
midnight, 
kevin 
spacey 3 1 
CDNOW Yes top middle Yes No No No No       
Search #1        8 sec 
thelma 
louise 1 1 
Search #2        9 sec 
midnight 
garden 1 2 
Reel.com Yes middle left Yes No No Yes No       
Search #1        14 sec thelma 2 5 
Search #2        10 sec 
midnight in 
the garden 
of good 3 1 
Borders.com Yes top right Yes Yes Yes Yes No       
Search #1        10 sec 
thelma 
louise 1 12 
Search #2        9 sec 
midnight 
garden 1 38 
            
* this number includes all products found in 
every product category          
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Part I Results for Toys & Games category 
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TOYS & GAMES                       
Search #1:  Lincoln Logs  
Search #2:  Soccer Ball                   
Amazon.com Yes top left Yes Yes Yes No Yes         
Search #1        5 sec lincoln 1 20 
Search #2        8 sec soccer 1 7 
eToys Yes 
middle 
left Yes Yes Yes Yes No       
Search #1        20 sec lincoln 1 9 
Search #2        10 sec soccer 1 33 
Kbkids.com Yes top right Yes Yes Yes Yes No       
Search #1        23 sec lincoln 1 4 
Search #2        20 sec soccer ball 2 19 
Toys "R" Us Yes 
middle 
left Yes Yes No Yes No       
Search #1        17 sec lincoln 1 9 
Search #2        35 sec soccer 1 40 
SmarterKids.com Yes top left No Yes Yes Yes No       
Search #1        13 sec lincoln logs 2 19 
Search #2           0 
            
* this number includes all products found in 
every product category          
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Part I Results for Health category 
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HEALTH                       
Search #1:  Oyster Shell Calcium 
Supplements Search #2:  Loofah                 
drugstore.com Yes top left Yes Yes Yes Yes No         
Search #1        
20 
sec 
oyster 
calcium 1 8 
Search #2        9 sec loofah 1 5 
MotherNature.com Yes top left Yes Yes No No Yes       
Search #1        
17 
sec calcium 2 145 
Search #2        
12 
sec loofah 1 14 
PlanetRx Yes 
middle 
left No Yes Yes No No       
Search #1        
15 
sec 
oyster 
calcium 1 4 
Search #2        8 sec loofah 1 9 
HealthShop.com Yes 
middle 
left Yes Yes No Yes Yes       
Search #1        
22 
sec 
oyster 
calcium 1 3 
Search #2        
20 
sec loofah 1 17 
NetGrocer Yes 
top 
right No Yes Yes Yes No       
Search #1        5 sec 
oyster 
calcium 1 1 
Search #2           0 
            
* this number includes all products found in 
every product category          
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Part I Results for Flowers category 
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FLOWERS                       
Search #1:  Daisies  Search 
#2:  Easter Lily                   
Hallmark Yes 
Second 
level 
page No Yes No No No         
Search #1           0 
Search #2           0 
FTD No                   
Search #1            
Search #2            
1-800-
FLOWERS.COM Yes 
middle 
left Yes Yes No No No       
Search #1        20 sec daisy 1 22 
Search #2        13 sec lily 2 16 
Internet Florist No                   
Search #1            
Search #2            
PC Flowers & 
Gifts Yes 
bottom 
left No Yes No No No       
Search #1        29 sec daisy 1 17 
Search #2        18 sec 
easter 
lily 1 3 
            
* this number includes all products found in 
every product category          
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Part I Results for General Merchandise category 
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GENERAL 
MERCHANDISE                     
Search #1:  Laser printer paper  Search 
#2:  DVD Player                 
Amazon.com Yes top left Yes Yes Yes No Yes         
Search #1        8 sec 
laser 
paper 1 4 
Search #2        5 sec 
dvd 
player 1 11 
Wal-Mart Yes top left Yes Yes Yes No No       
Search #1        13 sec 
laser 
paper 1 1 
Search #2        10 sec 
dvd 
player 1 10 
QVC Yes 
top 
middle No Yes No Yes Yes       
Search #1        33 sec paper 2 409 
Search #2        8 sec 
dvd 
player 1 25 
Value America Yes top left No Yes No Yes No       
Search #1        20 sec 
laser 
paper 1 16 
Search #2        25 sec 
dvd 
player 1 9 
Shopping.com:  
Site 
Decommissioned 
March 7, 2000 N/A                     
            
* this number includes all products found in 
every product category          
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Appendix D 
Part II Results 
 
 
Has 
Search 
Multiple 
Search 
Interfaces 
Instant 
Feedback 
Anticipate 
Anomalies 
Basic 
Info 
Narrow 
Results 
Suggest 
Alt 
Manipulate 
Results 
Dive 
Deeper 
Take 
Action 
COMPUTING                     
Outpost.com Yes 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
Beyond.com Yes 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
BUY.COM Yes 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
CDW Yes 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
egghead.com Yes 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
APPAREL            
Lands' End Yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
L.L. Bean Yes 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
Bluefly No N/A         
Gap No N/A         
J. Crew No N/A         
BOOKS, MUSIC, & 
VIDEOS           
Amazon.com Yes 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
DVD Express Yes 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 
CDNOW Yes 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Reel.com Yes 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Borders.com Yes 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
TOYS & GAMES           
Amazon.com Yes 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
eToys Yes 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
Kbkids.com Yes 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
Toys "R" Us Yes 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
SmarterKids.com Yes 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
HEALTH           
drugstore.com Yes 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
MotherNature.com Yes 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
PlanetRx Yes 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
HealthShop.com Yes 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
NetGrocer Yes 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
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Part II Results cont. 
 
 
Has 
Search 
Multiple 
Search 
Interfaces 
Instant 
Feedback 
Anticipate 
Anomalies 
Basic 
Info 
Narrow 
Results 
Suggest 
Alt 
Manipulate 
Results 
Dive 
Deeper 
Take 
Action 
FLOWERS           
Hallmark Yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
FTD No N/A         
1-800-
FLOWERS.COM Yes 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Internet Florist No N/A         
PC Flowers & Gifts Yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
GENERAL 
MERCHANDISE           
Amazon.com Yes 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Wal-Mart Yes 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
QVC Yes 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Value America Yes 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
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Appendix E 
Part II Results:  Frequency and Percentages 
 
Criteria to be met for a search engine to fulfill  
the "Self-Service Imperative"   
    
Ask Questions       
 
Multiple 
Search 
Interfaces 
Instant 
Feedback 
Anticipate 
Anomalies 
Percent Present 37.9 55.2 34.5 
Percent Absent 62.1 44.8 65.5 
Frequency Present 11 16 10 
Frequency Absent 18 13 19 
    
Get Answers       
Percent Present 72.4 17.2 20.7 
Percent Absent 27.6 82.8 79.3 
Frequency Present 21 5 6 
Frequency Absent 8 24 23 
    
Make Decisions and Commitments  
Percent Present 65.5 100 96.6 
Percent Absent 34.5 0 3.4 
Frequency Present 19 29 28 
Frequency Absent 10 0 1 
 
